1 . Introduction . In 1967 we prepared a collection of unsolved problems for the Set Theory Symposium held at UCLA which finally appeared [6] four years later in the Proceedings of the Symposium in 1971 . However, we distributed a mimeographed version of the paper in 1967 and since then several people worked on some of these problems and obtained solutions . We tried to keep [6] up to date by adding remarks to the page proofs, but we believe it will be more useful if we give a survey of the new results obtained by various people .
We will use this opportunity to mention some entirely new problems, to announce some of our (as yet) unpublished results concerning the old problems, to give some further explanation about those old problems which were either vaguely or incorrectly stated in [6] , and to revise the so-called "simplest" forms of these unsolved problems which we are still in touch with and for which partial progress has been made .
The notation and terminology will be the same as in [6] . A number of the problems here involve Martin's Axiom which is not mentioned in [6] . We denote by MA b the following statement : For every partially ordered set (C, <) satisfying the countable chain condition and for every family F , ~F1 < b, of dense subsets of C, there is G -C such that G is C-generic over J~' . Martin's Axiom-MA-is the assertion that MA, holds for all b < 2& . (For references, see [20] and [27] .) 2 . About the old problems for the ordinary partition relation . We will assume that the reader is familiar with [6] .
The status of Problems 1-5 concerning the ordinary partition symbol for cardinals did not change . Problem 4 can be stated in the following more comprehensible form :
Let a >_ R, Assume bl o < a for b < a, and c'o < cf(a) for c < cf(a) . Does then a --* (a, cf(a)) 2 hold?
This would be an immediate generalization of the well-known Erdös, Dushnik, Miller theorem (a (a, Ko) 2 for a >= Ko) and by the results of [10] it is true if either a is regular or a is strong limit . ( There has been considerable progress concerning Problems 6-13, stated in [6, 3 .2, 3 .3] .
We learned that the theorem of Galvin and Hajnal [6, p . 21] was independently discovered by L . Hadded and G . Sabbagh (see [14] ) . A much stronger "canonicity" theorem is proved in Chang's paper [3] . For an explicit statement of this theorem see [21] .
Problem 6 as it stands is s olved . w s --> ((0 3 , 6) 2 holds by a remark of E . C . Milner .
However, we know of no general results which would make the computation of f (k, n) of Problem 6 practically possible at least for small values of k and n . For a more detailed exposition of problems arising here see [21] .
We already mentioned in [6] that Problem 7 has been solved by THEOREM (CHANG) . ww --> (co', 3)2 [3] .
Chang worked out a very deep method for the proof . E . C . Milner somewhat simplified Chang's proof and proved the following theorem :
cow -* (w', k) 2 for k < w .
Finally Jean Larson obtained a relatively simple proof of this general result .
She also proved THEOREM (J . LARSON) .
(a) (w* + o,))' ---)-(((o* + w) w , k) 2 , for k < w .
(b) Assume a -> (a)2 K O, K = S2(a) . Then Kw (K w , n)2 for n < w .
It is not known if (b) holds for K > co under the weaker hypothesis a , (a)z .
The following remains open Is w' P (co"', n)2 true for n < w, 0 < p < w l ? Galvin remarked that if co" -( (o 2 , 3) 2 then a is of the form wP if 2 < a < w l . It would be interesting to know whether there is an order type for which
There are many results relevant to Problem 8, though none of these gives an answer to the problem as it is stated . We know THEOREM (LAVER) . MA N, implies w l , (co, [co, wl])2 .
i This was generalized in [2] .
1 For typographical reasons we use this notation instead of w l -> (w,, THEOREM (BAUMGARTNER-HAJNAL) . MA . , implies w l -> (co l , [a, co,])' for aC < w l .
It is reasonable to ask : Does MA. , + 2 m° _ X 2 imply w l , (co l , w + 2) 2 or w i , (a), a) 2 for a < w l ?
The following result is relevant to Problem 8 . The following theorems of Baumgartner show further progress in the direction of two previously mentioned results .
THEOREM (BAUMGARTNER) . Con(ZF) implies
Con(ZFC + co, , (stationary subset of (o l , [a, col ])2 ) for a < w, and Con(ZFC + w" -H (w,,, w + 2)2) for n < w .
Problem 9 stands as it is . This seems to be the case with most of the problems where the underlying set has cardinality X .,, .
As to the Problems 10, 10/A, 10/B, 11, 11/A, the following was proved :
This result yields (01 (a)k and íl -~ (a)k for a < co, k < w, and so we have a positive answer to Problem 10 with p = 0, Problem 10/A, Problem 11, 11/A .
The proof of the above mentioned theorem given in [2] is of a metamathematical character . It is first proved that if MA f ,,, holds, then the theorem is true . Then the result is proved by "absoluteness" arguments . (The meaning of the , relations extends to partial order types in a self-explanatory way .) Galvin mentions that he does not know if (m)K o implies 97, (a)k (a < k < co) for partial order types 9) . As to the earlier history, some results are already stated in [6] . The topic was extensively studied by F . Galvin, and it is fair to say that even the general conjecture was due to him .
Galvin's old theorems .
(ü) In all the earlier results (stated e .g . in [6] ) the conditions w,, coi ~ 4), X01 >_ X 1 can be replaced by As to the part p > 0 of Problem 10, the situation is quite different . THEOREM (PRIKRY [22] We wish to comment on Problem 12 . The problem is vaguely formulated and it really calls for the investigation of the strength of the following assumptions :
Given~R, <), typ R(<) _ 0, what is the relation among the assumptions (i) R contains a countable dense subset, IRI > K, . (c) Con(ZFC + 3 a weakly compact cardinal) (w l a, 3) 2 for a < co, but we do not know if wi , (co l co, 4) 2 .
Another result of [7] states that assuming C .H . p+-> (cot, 3)2 holds for every p < co2 ; but our proof does not generalize for types corresponding to larger cardinals . The following result is relevant : In [10] The second statement gives an answer to Problem 12(2) of [10] .
6. The rest of the old problems . Problem 29 . Shelah pointed out that the problem as stated is obviously false . The problem we had in mind is the following :
A is said to be weakly-canonical with respect to (S S This was proved independently but later by K . J . Devlin as well in [4] . In [4] there are many interesting and relevant results we do not quote here .
The most up to date results are now in the preprint of Devlin and Paris [5] . A negative answer to Problem 46 would have shown m(N,) > X 1 . We still have a number of special classes of finite graphs for which we can prove the result for K2-chromatic graphs, but not for >_ X,-chromatic graphs . Problem 47. The following is a finite version of the problem . Let 0 < k < co, and let W be a graph of chromatic number > k ; N = {i < there is a circuit of length i contained in 9} . Is it true that
Problem 54 . Folkman's paper appeared in [11] . A positive answer to Problem 54 would be implied by the following . There is an order type (D for which
Graham and Spencer proved (23, 5) vT,, [6] . We mention that R . Solovay pointed out to us, in the theorem of Hajnal, (Q + ) --> G)'r' <' [6, p . 42] , if a normal measure is given on a, the homogeneous set can be shown to be of measure 1 .
Problem 62 . Note that we do not even know the answer if r = 3 and we change the requirement (2) Problem 69 . Erdős proved that the complement of a Suslin tree yields a negative answer even if we assume that in everyg' -g, Ig'J = K, there is g" -g', Ig"I = 2 such that all but K o vertices are adjacent to at least one of them . With this stronger assumption it follows that 9 at least contains a complete [K,, X,] .
Problem 71 . For Shelah's results see [24] . We state some instances of his theorems . or by the family of the complements? By the result of Prikry mentioned after Problem 8 it is consistent that this is false .
THEOREMS (SHELAH
Problem 72 . It is easy to see that a Suslin tree yields a counterexample . Problem 73 . The answer is yes . The easy proof will be given in a forthcoming joint paper of ours .
Problem 74 . Shelah [25] proved that the answer is affirmative for every singular strong limit cardinal in place of K,,, .
Problem 75 . Shelah remarked that a positive answer to Problem 75 would imply that every uniform ultrafilter on K u, is N, descendingly incomplete . 
THEOREM (HAJNAL-JUHÁSZ) . Con(ZF)
Con(ZFC + 2 H o = X l -1-2 -4 1 = anything reasonable + there is a hereditarily separable subspace R of power 2 11, of 2") .
Here 2" denotes the topological product of X l discrete spaces of 2 elements and hereditarily separable means that every subspace R' of R contains a denumerable dense subset .
Let 6(R) _ 1{U -R : U is open} . It is an easy corollary of the above result that there is a (very good) Hausdorff space R with or(R) > 2xo such that or(R) is not of the form mx 1 . One can conjecture that the following is true (in ZFC) : a(R)Ko = 6(R) for every infinite Hausdorff space .
Problem 79 .
THEOREM (HAJNAL-JUHASZ) . Con(ZF) Con(ZFC -1-G .C .H . + there is a completely regular, hereditarily LindeMf topological space R, JR1 = X l , such that every countable subspace is closed discrete in R, and every uncountable subspace has weight X 2) .
Both theorems are generalizations of the Prikry result mentioned on p . 272 . Problem 80 . The problem should have been asked in the form whether a system A,,, exists for~ < E A, for a stationary subset A of kl(a) . THEOREM (HAJNAL [17] ) . The answer is affirmative if a is weakly inaccessible and not w-weakly Mahlo, or a is strongly inaccessible and not a)-strongly Mahlo . It also follows from the result of [17] and from a well-known result of Jensen that if V = L, the answer is affirmative iff a is not weakly compact . ADDED IN PROOF . Both Galvin and Shelah pointed out to us that the answer is obviously yes . See [13] .
The following should be read knowing the remarks given on pp . 271-274 concerning Problems 10-13 .
This is an easy Galvin type generalization of the Erdös-Rado Theorem . Let us now assume G .C .H ., a = X, We do not know if one can prove the possible generalizations of co t , ( co, + 1)K a mentioned on p . 272 .
E .g . does fi (w,)Z xa imply fi , (w, + n) 2 for k, n < w ? We make the following DEFINITION I . Let a, b,,, v < 0(c), be cardinals or order types, and c, r cardinals . Assume that each b,, is a cardinal if a is a cardinal .
We write a (b,)e if the following statement is true . Let S be a set if a is a cardinal and let (S, <) be an ordered set if a is an order type such that ISI = a or typ S( <) = a respectively . We did not investigate the general problem very closely but the following special case seems to be interesting . Problem III. Assume G .C .H . Does then X2 go hold? We formulate this special case without using the general notation . One can ask two sorts of problems .
(a) Does (2) hold for every T satisfying certain properties ? (b) Does (2) hold for some T satisfying a certain property? Assume now G .C.H . Let a = Id e , b y = X, c = X, r = 2. It is obvious that (2) holds for every T satisfying the following property : (3) There is S' -S, IS'I = Id e such that [X] 2 r) T 0 0 for every X c S', IXI = K2 . In fact this follows from Id2 A, (Kl) o )2 . So here a question of type (b) arises if there is a T which does not satisfy (3) but satisfies (2) . Here we have an answer. To make clear the next problems we state a number of results . First we need some definitions . DEFINITION The definition extends to partition relations with more complicated entries in a self-explanatory way .
THEOREMS . Then (,Z, f,) (S, I) for all (S, I'~ establishing Ah+* (N,) ' 2-We say (S, I) is a tree if there is a partial order such that (S, <) is a tree and I consists of the comparable pairs . Note, that as a generalization of Theorem (1), (0) holds with = 0 for every a . For a = 1, fl _ 1, we think that a negative answer will be consistent .
For a = 2, # = 1, we have no guess . We now list some questions concerning the case ISI = X,, not covered by the given theorems . Some of them might be quite easy to answer . Problem X . We have no counterexample to the following : 
